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ODI RESUME
U S. Department INVESTIGATION: PE02-012

of Transportation DATE OPENED: 3 1 -Jan-02 DATE CLOSED: 1 2 -AUG- 0,22
National Highway 

SUBJECT: Engine Seizure/Failure

Traffic Safety PROMPTED BY: IE02-003

Administration PRINCIPAL ENGINEER: Peter Kivett

MANUFACTURER: Hyundai Motor America
MODEL(S): Santa Fe equipped w/ 2.71, (V-6) engines
MODEL YEAR(S): 2001
VEHICLE POPULATION: 37,429

PROBLEM DESCRIPTION: Engine seizes, resulting in vehicle stall.

FAILURE REPORT SUMMARY

ODI MANUFACTURER TOTAL

COMPLAINTS: 2 385 387
CRASHES: 0 0 0
# INJURIES: 0 0 0
#FATALS 0 0 0

ACTION: This Preliminary Evaluation is closed.

ENGINEER: OFC DIR:

DATE: DATE:J1/0011 D
or

SUMMARY: On January ~1, 2002 ODI opened a Preliminary Evaluation on model year 2001
Hyundai Santa Fe sport utility vehicles equipped with 2.71, (V-6) engines to investigate concerns
with engine seizures. Most complaints allege the cylinder liners cracked or slipped inside the

crankcase, damaging the engine. Once the engine seizes, the driver experiences a phenomenon
similar to stalling. Of the 387 reported cases, there were no crashes or injuries.

Hyundai reported that some of the original cylinder liners (1.65 mm thick) have not been able to
withstand the stresses resulting from mismatched mating fits between the cylinder liner Ranges
and engine block cylinder counterbore surfaces that resulted from production variances. Thus,
in some engines the cylinder liner would crack and cause an engine to seize. In the event of an
engine seizure, the subject vehicles still continue to have firnctional braking and steering. The
drivetrain does not lock up, and if the vehicle is coasting, it can be maneuvered out of traffic.
ODI contacted ten complainants during this investigation and discovered that three were able to
drive off the road when they heard unusual engine noise and the other seven were able to coast
to the side of the road after engine lock-up resulted in a vehicle stall.

The data shows that cylinder liners that fail due to this improper fit tend to fail early in the
vehicle's service life. Almost 55% of the failures due to cracked liners occurred before 10,000
miles and over 90% took place before 25,000 miles. Furthermore, almost 70% of the failures
occurred within the first year of service. In November 2000 halfway through production of the
subject vehicles, Hyundai incorporated a design change to increase the thickness of the cylinder
liners to 2.0 mm. There are no known failures of 2.0 mm liners. 1K
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Based on ODI's consu M-er interviews, analysis of the failure mode, and the absence of any
crashes or injuries, a safety-related defect trend has not been identified at this time.

Accordingly, this investigation is closed. The closing of this investigation does not constitute
a finding by NHTSA that no safety-related defect exists. The agency will take further action if
waffanted by the circumstances.
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